Drill Holes Through PVC Drop Pipe And Thread Cable Through

6" To 8" Spacer

PVC Drop Pipe (Typ)

DETAIL B

1" Dia UV Resistant PVC Drop Pipes

Detail A

Brace Assembly IL-ENG-835

Cable Through Hole Twice Around Post Secure With 3 Cable Clamps

Hole Size Determined From Size Of Cable

Treated Post

Cable Clamps (3 Req'd)

Cable

Wire

Detail A—ELEVATION

Detail A—TOP VIEW

Stream Width

Normal Water Level

Deadman

5/8 Inch Galvanized Steel Cable Installed Through Top Of Drop Pipes (see Detail B), Install 1" Dia PVC Pipe Spacers Over Cable To Keep Drop Pipes In Desired Location.

NOTES:
1. The lower end of the drop pipes shall hang 2 inch to 6 inches above normal water level or natural ground, as encountered across the channel.
2. Not for use where stream width exceeds 60 feet.